ECONOMIC RECOVERY

Return economic and business activities (including food and agriculture) to a healthy state, and develop new business and employment opportunities that result in an economically viable community.

MISSION AREA

Recovery

FUNCTIONAL AREAS

- Business/economic continuity planning
- Developing recovery objectives
- Developing the workforce
- Disseminating information
- Economic impact assessments
- Incentivizing entrepreneurial and business development
- Management planning
- Reopening businesses

EXAMPLE WORDING

Local partners ensure continuity of operations planning includes actions to reduce disruption to the economy (e.g. local employers and commercial businesses that supply commodities necessary for response and recovery of critical lifelines).

Public and private partners share information to determine economic impact to the community and develop recovery objectives.

MAY BE FOUND IN:

Recovery

BUILDING CAPABILITY

E0209: State Recovery Planning and Coordination
E0210: Recovery from Disaster: The Local Community Role
IS0394.a: Protecting Your Home or Small Business from Disaster
IS0559: Local Damage Assessment
IS0662: Improving Preparedness and Resilience through Public-Private Partnerships

Ohio EMA Training Courses: https://trainingcampus.dps.ohio.gov/CourseMill/pstc/pstc.html
Additional Training Courses: https://www.firstrespondertraining.gov/frt/npccatalog

Examples demonstrate options to consider and are provided for training purposes only. The examples are intended to demonstrate how planning teams may incorporate the key tasks found on FEMA’s Core Capability Development Sheets into planning documents (e.g. the Emergency Operations Plan, Mitigation Plan, Debris Management Plan, HazMat Plan, and so forth). The items in the Functional Areas section are FEMA-identified areas where gaps could exist for the associated core capability. Counties should not re-design their Emergency Operations Plans around the Core Capabilities; stakeholders should integrate the capabilities within the EOP and in a format that is effective for the jurisdiction.